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Variable

Type

Description

accession

varchar(254)

Stores the specimen application ID number associated with an
order.

authorizing_provider

varchar(200)

The name of the provider prescribing or authorizing the order.

authrzing_prov_id

varchar(18)

The unique ID of the provider prescribing or authorizing the
order.

department_name

varchar(254)

The patient contact department at the time of signing. This item
will be empty for child orders but it can be referred to through its
parent order.

image_avail_dttm

timestamp

The date and time when we receive an image availability
message from the interface.

image_location

varchar(254)

Stores which PACS system has the images for a radiology
order.

images_avail_yn

varchar(1)

Stores whether images are available via PACS for a radiology
order. Blank is equivalent to "no".

order_proc_id

decimal(18,0)

The unique ID of the order record associated with this
procedure order.

order_status

varchar(50)

The order status category of the procedure order.

order_time

timestamp

The date and time when the procedure order was placed.

pat_enc_csn_id

decimal(18,0)

The unique contact serial number for this contact. This number
is unique across patients and encounters in your system.

pat_id

varchar(18)

The unique ID of the patient record for this order. This column
is frequently used to link to the PATIENT table.

proc_category

varchar(200)

The name of the procedure category.

proc_code

varchar(91)

The procedure code associated with this order.

proc_name

varchar(189)

The procedure name

result_status

varchar(50)

The order results category, as of the date and time the record
was extracted.

result_time

timestamp

The most recent date and time when the procedure order was
resulted.

resulting_lab

varchar(254)

The interface laboratory name

review_time

timestamp

The most recent date and time when the procedure order was
reviewed.

specimen_src

varchar(254)

The source category for the procedure order.

specimen_taken_date

date

The date the specimen was taken.
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Variable

Type

Description

specimen_type

varchar(254)

The specimen type category for the procedure order.

study_instance

varchar(254)

Stores the DICOM study instance UID for a radiology
procedure.
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